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Chantelle Safford RN-csafford@CVSU.org

WORDS OF ADVISE
FROM STOWE FAMILY PRA C TI C E
Over the weekend someone told me that the new rules are ridiculous and do not make sense to
him. “We can’t have Thanksgiving with our parents and neighbors, but the kids can be in school?
Or we can’t leave the state, but we can go holiday shopping? Makes no sense...”. He asked that
we do a better job explaining why these “rules” follow the science for people like him who think it’s
just all too much.
Ok, so Thanksgiving dinner. From today’s Vermont data, about 10% of people over 70 die from
covid. Yikes. So mixing generations in an enclosed area for a few hours, sharing space and food,
laughing and talking while facing each other is high risk. It might feel low risk because it’s your
family, but it’s considered close exposure. Covid is contagious before you have symptoms and can
mimic a mild cold for some. Family holidays were predicted to be a source of exposure because
people are close together for a long time. Most COVID cases in Vermont are tied to multi-family
gatherings. So, Turkey day was downsized.
Second, he asked “what if just the young people hangout and we quarantine the most vulnerable”?
Solid idea, this is being tried in some countries. But keep in mind that most of us interact with
someone who is higher risk everyday. Either we live with older parents, they provide us with
childcare or we work with them. So if younger people let our guard down, we are still exposing our
seniors (plus young people occasionally get really sick also).
In the spring we talked a lot about flattening the curve so that hospitals could keep up with really
sick cases. Keep in mind that hospital beds were really busy way back in 2019, long before covid.
We’re still taking care of people with heart attacks, cancer, cirrhosis, strokes, car accidents, knee
replacements, having new babies and so on. We can’t press pause on the normal stuff that might
need a hospital stay. So with our current numbers still on the climb, we need to flatten the curve
again.
What about Shopping? Good question. Well, most people don’t spend more than a few seconds or
minutes next to any one person in a store. And for the most part you’re all wearing a mask in there.
Even on Black Friday, people have less contact to any one person than they would at granny’s
house. Plus stores do help the economy chug chug along and they employ people.
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Restaurants? Again an attempt at finding middle ground between economy and safety. The
service industry was hit hard in the spring. If people are truly eating with their immediate
family (or ordering takeout) it helps our local dining establishments keep the lights on.
Finally, schools or daycares? Admin Teams spent all summer and fall fine tuning school
policy, and data shows that kids usually get COVID from an adult, usually from a small social
gathering. With masks, door screenings and reduced numbers of kids in each class, we just
aren’t seeing the science point to schools as the problem. Plus, the downstream effects of
closing schools again are too many to list here. Kids, especially K-5, need to be in school.
Thanks to our front line teachers, this is happening here in VT. They all deserve a medal.
What about testing? When there are any symptoms or exposure at all, we have much better
access to testing than we did in the spring. Results can still take a few days, but that is
improving every month. The hope is that with rapid test tracking, any positive cases can be
quickly quarantined along with close contacts to prevent further spread. Yes, quarantine
those more vulnerable and get others to work. Using science and data we are better
understanding which situations end up with more cases and which do not.
The next week will be interesting. We expect a post-Thanksgiving surge, the question is how
bad? We can tolerate and medically manage a light drizzle of covid all winter if necessary.
We just don’t want a downpour. You are all helping keep your family and neighbors safe by
sticking to the basics. Prioritize school and work over play and social time. It’s not going to
last forever, but it’s no where near over.
Thank you, and also, as always, this is all evolving. It will change again, some of this will
be right, some wrong. Time will tell.
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LOCAL POP UP -COVID-19 TESTING SITES
Northfield Ambulance Bay schedule is
Monday 9a-2p
Tuesday 4p-7p
Thursday 4p-7p
Friday 9a-2p
Sunday 10-2.
Williamstown Public Safety Building
Wednesday from 9a-2p and Saturday from 10a-4p.
Pre-registration not required.

COVID-19 TESTING SITES
KINNEY DRUGS 800 US RT 302-BERLIN, BARRE,
VT 05641 (802) 476-6659 COVID-19 testing for
anyone ages 2 and older is available.
ClearChoiceMDUrgent Care Clinic 798 US Rte 302,
Berlin, VT 05641 (802) 744-0138
Gifford Medical Center- Screening and
Appointment Required44 South Main Street,
Randolph, VT 05060 (802) 728-7000
CVMC COVID-19 Call Center: (802-3715310)staffed Mon-Fri from 8am - 5pm, Sat/Sun
from 8am - 1pm)

